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DERIVATION AND SOLUTION OF THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS
DESCRffiING INTENSE BEAMS, FOR NONSTATIONARY
DISTRIBUTION OF TRANSVERSE PHASE-SPACE DENSITY
V. s. KUZNETSOV
Efremov Research Institute of Electrophysical-Instrumentation, Leningrad, USSR
A system of equations is derived for the dependence of the four-dimensional particle-density distribution function
in transverse coordinates and velocities on the longitudinal coordinate of the beam. A numerical solution method
is introduced and justified for these equations.
1. INTRODUCTION
Almost all known methods for calculation of
intense beams with zero phase-space volume are
based on a laminar model for the flux of charged
particles. It is assumed that the flux is homo-
centric, the distribution of charge density over the
cross section of the flux is uniform and the forces
which act on the particles of the beam are linear in
the transverse coordinates. Under these conditions
the trajectories of all particles are similar to each
other and it is sufficient to deal with one (boundary)
particle trajectory for the calculation of the beam.
The mathematics of this laminar model of the beam
are not essentially different from the mathematics
of one-particle approximation schemes.
To take the finite phase-space volume of the beam
(i.e., the disordered particle-velocity scatter) into
account, one needs a statisti~al approach which
employs the concept of the distribution function of
the particle density with respect to coordinates and
'velocities. Such an approach was first used by
I. M. Kapchinskii and V. V. Vladimirskii.(l) In
their work a continuous statistical model of the
beam was considered and a system of equations
solved for the self-consistent field for a four-
dimensional distribution function, which depends
on the transverse coordinates and velocities of the
particles only. Under some simplifying assump-
tions (for the consistent beam in' the smooth
approximation) I. M. Kapchinskii(2) found
stationary solutions of the ab'ove-mentioned system
of equations. The latter were also considered by
P. Lapostolle.(3) Naturally, the phase-space
volume configuration of the beam for the stationary
~ase remains unchanged. The case of a micro-
canonical distribution was considered in some
papers(1,2 ,4) ; this distribution is stationary with
respect to six-dimensional distribution functions
and nonstationary with respect to four-dimensional
ones. The microcanonical phase-space density
distribution corresponds to a uniform distribution
of the charge density over the cross section of the
beam and to linear Coulomb forces, which allows
one to derive equations for the envelope of the flux
of charged particles in this case. This solution is
widely used for the calculation of intense beams
with finite phase-space volume.
For real beams, the four-dimensional phase-
-space density distribution is neither stationary nor
microcanonical. Some papers have been devoted
to a numerical study of beams with nonstationary
phase-space density distribution.(5-13) They
showed that, for intense beams, effects connected
with the nonlinearity of the Coulomb forces playa
dominant role. The nonlinear effects connected
with the nonuniform distribution of space charge in
intense beams were experimentally and theoretically
considered also in Ref. 14.
Discrete models of the flux of charged particles
were used in some papers (5-10) for calculation of
the dynamics of charged particles in intense beams,
while elsewhere(11-13) a continuous statistical
model of the beam was used.
In the present work a system of equations is
introduced in the framework of the continuous
statistical model. This system determines the
variation along the beam direction of the four-
dimensional density distribution function of the
'particles (as a function of the transverse coordinates
and velocities) for the case where external fields are
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L(w) = wo(z, w, t)-wo*(zo(z, w, t)). (4)
2 2 2e 2e
w -wo - -(,O(z)+- (,O(zo(z, w, t)) = 0, (7)
m »1
Considering z and t as parameters, we get from
Eq. (4):
rz d~
JZo viWo2(Z, W, t) +(2ejm)q>(~) _ (2ejm)q>(zo) - t = 0,
(6)
(3)x b(Wo(z, w, t)-wo*(z, w, t)).
Let us introduce the function
F(r, v, p, Z, W, t)
= Jo(ro(r, v, p, Z, W, t), vo(r, v, p, z, w, t),
Po (r, v,p, z, w, t), (zo(z, w, t)
In this paRer axially-symmetric beams are con-
sidered.' It has been shown(13) that, for an axially-
symmetric flux, the equation for the distribution
function F of the beam particles with respect to
coordinates and velocities may be written as follows:
of of of"' of of of dF
-+w-+w-+w-+v-+p-=- =0 (1)at oz or ow ov op dt '
where rand () are the radius and angle in a
cylindrical coordinate system, v is the radial
velocity and p = r 2 ().
If the scatter in the longitudinal velocities of the
particles and their dependence on the transverse
coordinates are neglected, the initial value of the
function F may be written as:
Fo =Flt=o =Jo(ro,vo,po,zo)b(wo-Wo*(zo)). (2)
Along the particles' trajectories, which are the
characteristic lines of Eq. (1), the following relation
holds:
dL= (owo_ dwo*o,ZO)dW. (5)
ow dzo ow
In the general case, the functions zo(z, w, t) and
wo(z, w, t) are given by the following relations:
where (,0 is the potential of the electric field.
Equation (6) determines the function zo(z, w, t),
Eq. (7) the function wo(z, w, t). From (6) and (7)
it is possible to find the derivatives ow%w and
oz%w which appear in Eq. (5). Omitting the
2. DERIVATION OF A SYSTEM OF
EQUATIONS FOR THE FOUR-
DIMENSIONAL DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTION
Let us assume once and,for all that the transverse
and longitudinal motions of the particles are
mutually independent (this condition is satisfied for
most concrete cases). It follows that both the
longitudinal and the transverse phase-space volumes
are conserved. However, this fact is insufficient for
derivation of a system of equations for the four-
dimensional distribution function, which depends
only on the transverse coordinates and velocities.
Indeed, the conservation of longitudinal phase-
space volume implies only that the quantity
N = JJFdzdw is conserved, where F is the six-
dimensional distribution function, which depends
on both longitudinal and transverse velocities and
coordinates; z, ware the longitudinal coordinate
and velocity, respectively. At, this stage it is still
impossible to say anything about the function
f= SFdw, which characterizes the density distri-
bution of the beam. particles in the transverse
phase space. In order to derive a system of equa-
tionsdefining the dependence of f on z, one must
allow for the variation of the coordinate part of the
longitudinal phase-space.
The quantities responsible for the variation of
this part of phase space are: the external longi-
tudinal fields, the longitudinal field of the space
charge, the presence in the beam of modulations in
the longitudinal velocities and the scatter in the
longitudinal velocities of the particles. Obviously,
for extended beams the 'main factors are the external
fields and the modulations in the longitudinal
velocities of the particles. Only these factors are
considered here.
present and the longitudinal velocities of the
particles are modulated. A method for numerical
solution of this system of equations is given and
justified. In particular, the depen,dence of the error
introduced in evaluation of the transverse density
distribution on the numerical-integration step is
deduced. The relations obtained are general in
nature and are valid also for calculation methods,
based on discrete models of the charged~particle
flux.
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intermediate steps, we get the final expression for
dL:
where:
VJ* = ~+w(wo dwo* _.!!.- dfPo)f Z d~. (9)
Wo dzo mdzo ZQ W
Using Eqs. (8) and (9), one can integrate Eq. (3)
with respect to w, giving rise to the following
expression for the density function f of particles in
the four-dimensional phase space of transverse
coordinates and velocities (in the axially-symmetric
case f actually depends only on the three variables
r, vandp):
fer, V,p, z)




~ *~( *2_ 2e )(fZ~).1+ 2 WO dzo Wo mfPo ZQ W*3(Z)
(11)
In Eq. (10) the independent variable is the
longitudinal coordinate z, since for the case con-
sidered the relation between z and t is the same for
all particles.
Thus we see that in the general case the density
of particles in transverse phase-space is not con-
served. As shown at the beginning of this section,
this is connected with the variation of the co-
ordinate part of the longitudinal phase-space
volume Az. It is the term VJ(z) that takes this
variation into account. The numerator of VJ(z)
(Eq. (11)) allows for the variation Az caused by the
variation of the longitudinal velocity of the particles
under the action of external fields. The denomin-
ator of VJ(z) allows for the variation Az caused by
the presence of modulations in the longitudinal
velocities.
Equation (10) essentially represents the solution
of the one-dimensional (with respect to the co-
ordinate z) continuity equation. This means that
the longitudinal motion of the particles in the beam
nl0del considered is regarded as the motion of a
continuous medium and appears in the equations
of transverse motion via the parameter VJ(z). The
transverse motion of particles in this model is
described statistically by means of the density
distribution fer, V,p, z) of particles in the phase
space of transverse coordinates and velocities. The
dependence of the distribution function f on the
longitudinal coordinate z is given by the equation:
og+ drog+dvog +dpog = dg = 0
az dz ar dz av dz ap dz ' (12)
where:
fer, v, P, z)
9 = ljJ(z) (13)
Equation (12) is easjJy shown to be equivalent to
Eq. (10). The latter holds along particle trajec-
tories in the phase space of transverse coordinates
and. velocities. The equations for trajectories are,
in this case:
dr Jnl v
dz - 2e fPl/2' (14)
dv _ _ 1_1(r, z)+J-~L-
dz - 4neo rqJ 2e r3qJ 1/2
+J e _1_(afP - p !!.-(rA») (15)
2»1 qJI/2 or r2 or '
dp e d
dz = ;dz (rA), (16)
where:
. Jr f+oof+oo
1(r,z) = 2new*(z)ljJ(z) 0 dr -00 -00 gdpdv, (17)
A is the azimuthal component of the vector
potential of the magnetic field, eo is the dielectric
constant of vacuum, e and m are the charge and
mass, respectively, of a particle.
Equations (12) to (17) form a complete system of
equations for determination of the dependence of
the particle density in the transverse phase space of
the beam on the longitudinal coordinate.
Let us comment on the conditions under which
the system of Eqs. (12) to (17) is valid. The only
simplifying assumption made in the derivation of
Eqs. (12) to (17) was that in any cross section of the
beam the velocities of all particles are equal (usually
this condition is fairly well satisfied). Nevertheless,
both external fields and the field of the space charge
may acquire nonlinearity; the system of Eqs. (12)to
(17) remains valid for such cases.
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Let us consider this problem in more detail.
Equation (15) may be written in the following form:
OV' = OV' oro + OV' ovo. (24)
av aro av avo av
where:
<I> = <l>o(ro)+ <l>o'(ro, vo)~z + tcI>o"(ro, vO)(AZ)2 + ...,
(20)
Almost any numerical method for the solution of
ordinary differential equations is essentially equi-
valent to integration of part of the Taylor series of
the free term.(15) If the right-hand side of Eq. (18)
is replaced by its expansion in Taylor series, then
Eq. (18) becomes:
dv











a<lll a<l> I vo<1>0' = - +- -* '
az.z=o ar z=oWo
a<t> I o<ll I Vo *,+- <1>0-- ~Wo ,
ar z=o 'ar z=o Wo
" _ a
2
<1> I a2cp I ~ a2<1l I vo2<1>0 --- -2 +2 * + 2 *2
az z=o az ar z=o Wo ar Iz=o Wo
For av'jav, we can write:
It follows from Eq. (19) that, when using
numerical methods to solve the equations of
motion, one is strictly speaking looking at the
motion of particles in a field of forces which depend
on the initial values of the coordinates and velo-
cities, or, what amounts to the same, in a field of
forces which depend not only on the moving
coordinates but also on the moving velocities of the
particles (since ro = ro(r, v, z), Vo = vo(r, v, z)).
For this case, instead of Eq. (12) one must use an
equation of the following form (see (11)):
3. SOL,UTJON OF THE EQUATIONS FOR
THE FOUR-DIMENSIONAL
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
In principle, it is possible to determine the distri-
bution of the transverse phase-space density of
particles in any cross section of the beam from
Eqs. (12) to (17), provided the distribution f is
known in some (initial) cross section. Knowledge
of the transverse phase-space density distrIbution
enables one to find all basic characteristics of 'the
flux of charged particles: the distribution of charge
density over the cross section of the beam, the
magnitude and configuration of the transverse
phase-space volume, etc.
A major difficulty in solving the system of
Eqs. (12) to (17) is that the unknown function
I(r, z), which depends on the required function f
(see Eq. (17)), appears in the equation for the radial
motion (15). It is possible to solve Eqs. (12) to (17)
numerically by replacing the unknown function
I(r, z) at each step Az of the numerical integration
by some known function '(this will be discussed in
more detail below). For a known functionI(r, z)
the equations of the trajectories, Eqs. (14) to (16),
are solvable by known numerical methods. Know-
ledge of the particle trajectories in phase space,
combined with Eqs. (12) and (13), enables one to
find ,the distribution f for the beam cross section
considered. We emphasize that when using this
solution method for the system (12) to (17) one
need not follow trajectories of'individual particles
during the entire process of calculation. The
trajectories of particles at any step are used only
for evaluation of the distribution.f, which changes
from one cross section of the beam to another.
In any numerical method, it is important to
estimate the error in the required functions as a
function of the integration step. For a known free
term, the dependence of the error in the solution of
the trajectory equations on the integration step is
known for various numerical methods. Neverthe-
less, it is not obvious that small errors in the co-
ordinates and velocities of the particles will not give
rise to a large error in the function f The point
is that, in general, the error in f-the particle
density in phase space-is determined by the error
in the differences between the coordinates and
velocities of particles at neighboring points of phase
space.
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Using Eqs. (25) and (26) we get the following
derivatives:
From (18) and (14) we obtain:
v =vo+f: <I>(ro,vo,z)dz,




Substituting the expansion (20) in Eq. (25) and the
analogous expansion for H in Eq. (26), we obtain
the following expression for v and r:
v ~ Vo+ C1>0 L\z + tC1>o'(L\z)2+ -A-C1>o"(L\z)3+ , (37)
r = ro+HoL\z+tHo'(L\z)2+-A-Ho"(L\z)3+ (38)




Since ro and Vo are constant along the trajectories of
the particles, we can write down the following
equalities:
Substituting Eq. (35) in Eq. (23) and integrating
the latter, we get:
9(r,v,p,z)
1(0<1>0" 1 8<1>0, ' wri' 0<1>,0) (A )3+~ ---2-*--+----;j;2- uZ + ....





If the infinite series (20) is substituted in Eq. (39),
then it is easily shown, using Eqs. (21) and (22),
that all coefficients of (L\z)n in the right-hand side of
Eq. (39) vanish and hence the expression
av or OV or
-----
avo oro oro oVo
equals unity. If, on the other hand, only finitely
many terms of the series (20) a~e substituted in
Eq. (39), then not all coefficients of (L\z)n on the
right-hand side ofEq. (39) vanish and the expression
ov or ov or
------
avo oro oro oVo
which follows from Eq. (27), we have:
is not equal to unity. This means that, in approxi-
mate computation of the particles' coordinates and
velocities, the function g varies along the trajec-
tories of the particles in phase space.
Let ro *(r, V,p, z) and Vo *(r, V,p, z) be the true
initial values of the coordinates and velocities,
respectively, of the particles, ro and vo-the initial
values for the parameters of the trajectory obtained
'by numerical solution of the equations of motion.
(36)
(35)
ov' d (00) (31)
oVo = d;. oVo '
OV'd(OV) (32)
oro = dz oro '
OV d (a,,) (33)
oVo = dz oVo, ,
av d ( ar) (3'4)
oro = dz oro .
90(ro(r, v, p, z), voCr, v, p, z), po(r, v, P, z))
(ovjovo)(8rjoro) - (ovjoro)(iJrjovo)
Using Eqs. (31) to (34), we can rewrite Eq. (30) as:
ov' =~ln(~~-~~)
ov dz oVo oro oro oVo ·
oro _ -(orjovo)
a;; - (ov/ovo)(or/oro)-(ov/oro)(or/ovo)' (28)
avo = (or/oro) (29)
av (ovjovo)(orjoro)-(ovjoro)(orjovo)·
Substituting (28) and (29) i~ Eq. (24), we find:
ov' = - (ov'/0"0)(or/avo)+(ov' /oVo)(or/oro) (30)
OV (ovjovo)(orjoro)-(ovjoro)(orjovo)'
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Introducing the notation L1ro = r0 - r0 *,
L1vo = Vo- Vo*, we write Eq. (36) in the following
form:
9(r, v, p, z)
*( * * *) 090 * A .. 090* A A






Note that Eqs. (42) to (43) are valid for the calcu-
lation method described in this paper, as well for
other methods based on discrete models of the flux
of charged particles. The expansion in Taylor
series of the unknown function I(r, z) is shown in
the appendix. The use of this expansion allows
one .to reduce the integro-differep.tial system of
Eqs. (12) to (17), to that with the known function
I(r, z), i.e. to the case considered in this section.
1 * (8<1>0" 2 1 o<Po' W6' 0<1>0) (A )3
+690 --- -*--+~- LlZ
aVo Wo oro Wo oro
+ .~ ... (41)
APPENDIX 1
Taylor formula for the function /(r(ro, vo, z), z)
In order to construct and investigate the Taylor
series of the function Jerez), z) we make use of the
equations for the moments of the function g. The
nth moment is defined. as:
119 =
go * is the true value of g. 'The second and third
terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (40) give the
error in g due to taking goCr0' vo,Po) instead of
go *(ro *, Vo*,Po *) in the approximate computation
of r0 and Vo. The last term L1g 1 on the right-hand
side of Eq. (40) gives the error in g due to the
approximate calculation ofthe particles' coordinates
and velocities, in which the distance between these
particles in phase space (i.e., the particle density in
phase space) varies. .
If the determination of the particle trajectories
involves only one term of the series (20), so that
<I> = <1>0' then, as follows from (41), no coefficient of
(L1z)" on the right-hand side ofEq. (41) vanishes
and the error L1g 1 in this case is proportional to
(L1Z)2. If the determination of the particle ~rajec­
tories involves the relation <P = <1>0 + <1>0' •L1z, then
it follows from Eqs. (21) and (22) that the coefficient
of (L1Z)2 in Eq. (41) vanishes and the error L1g 1 is
proportional in this case to (L1Z)3.
Finally, we give expre~sions for the full error L1g,
corresponding to the use of first- and second-order
terms of the expansion (20) in evaluation of the
trajectories:
1( , 090 * 90* o<D0) 2
-', <1>0 --*+-*-- (L1z) for <l> = <1>0'2 oVo Wo oro
(42)
1, ( ,,090* 2 90 * 0<1>0' *W6' O<po)
- <1>0 --- + ----90 --
l6 avo* Wo* oro wci 2 oro· (L1Z)3 for <I> = <1>0 +<Do' . L1z (43)
Wn= 2rr:ew*(z)l/f(z)f:: f:: vngdpdv. (44)
In particular:
Wo = 2np(r, z)w*(z)r, (45)
W1 = 2np(r, z)w*(z)rv(r, z), (46)
where p is the charge density, i3 the mean radial
velocity of particles for given values of rand z.
Multiplying Eq. (12) by vn and integrating over
v and p from - 00 to ,+ 00, we get the following
infinite system of equations:
oWO+~OWl=0
oz w* or '
where:
f+ooJ+oo dvo9Wn*=2new*tfr vnd--;-dpdv. (48)- 00 - 00 Z uV
Since dv/dz depends on the particle momentump
(see Eq. (15)), it is impossible to take dvjdz out of
the integration sign in Eq. (48).
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Let us write the system (47) as follows:
dWo 1 aWl v oWo
-=-_._+---
dz w* or w* or '
dWI 1 oW2 V OWl *
-. = ----+----Wdz w* or w* or I' (49)
Using Eq. (54), after some simple manipulations
we get the final result ford 2I/dz 2 :
d
2
] =~_1_.(v2 oWo-2v OWl +ow.2 )
dz 2 W*2 or or or
w*'
--(vWO-W2)W*2
d~ 1 o~+ I ·v o~ .' *
_.-= --.-- ----Wdz w* or w* Dr n' + 2net/Jf2(p2 f f9dVdP-ff p2gdVdP).
(55)
Integrating the first equation of the system (49)
over r, we get: LIST OF SYMBOLS
Using Eq. (49), we find:
As follows from Eq. (15), the derivative dv/dz may
be written as:
The physical meaning of the expression' for dI/dz
is clear from Eq. (51).
For d2I/dz2 we get from Eq. (50):
d21 1 (dV dWo . dWI ) w*'








p quantity proportional to angular momentum
F distribution function
f distribution function
9 function of coordinates and momentum




A azimuthal component of the magnetic field
vector potential
p charge density
e charge of particle
m mass of particle
eo constant of particle
<I> function symbol
H function symbol
W moment of function
L symbol of function






- = 2npw*r-- edz 'w*
Using the relations (45) and (46), we obtain:
.where 12(r, z) is a function depending only on the
magnitude of the potential of the external electric
field but not on the derivatives of the potentiaL
This means that 12(r, z) does not depend on the
forces which act on the beam particles.
dv '. 2dz =!1(r,z)+f2(r,z)'p ,. (54) REFERENCES
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